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irst, I would like to thank the organizers of this event
inviting me to
participate in this panel discussion of the Gt1erin c;:ase. Acting for the
Musqueam in that case was a ma;or event in my career, anq I am pleased to
be here with Professor Michael Jackson, Councillor Delbert Guerin, Lew Harvey
and Mitch Taylor to discuss its impact over the last 20 years.
I would like to acknowledge that we are in the traditional territory of the
~usqueam people, whose main reserve Lies just down the road. r That reserve is at
the site of their main village, which has ~isted for thousands of years.:a. lt was the
lease of one third of th.at small reserve, the highest and best land, that was the
·subject of the ~ n case,'
Si1l.'Ce we are in the Law faculty building, I would also like to acknowledge the
role of legal scholars in advancing Aboriginal law over the last 30 years or so.
There must be few other areas of law where one finds so many references to the
works of scholars in Supreme Court of Canada decisions. Legal scholars have
been in the vanguard of the fundamental changes we have witnessed over the last
30 or so years.+ I would like to mention, in particular, Doug Sanders, a former
UBC law professor, and Professor Michael Jackson. Michael has been involved in
this area longer than I have and was part of the Berger Inquiry into the proposed
development of the Mackenzie Valley and the impact on Aboriginal peoples during the 1970s. He has continued, of course, to teach and write in the area and to
act as legal counsd for Aboriginal clients in major cases such as DelgamuM.h,S and
the recent Httih 6 case. Doug. Sanders was the primary author of Native R.rgbu in
Canada, the first book devoted to Aboriginal law issues, published in 1970.7 He
was also the first lawyer for the Musqueam in the G.urin case and started the
action on behalf of the hand.
I will now briefly summarize the case. In 1958, the federal government leased
part of the Musqueam Reserve lands to the exclusive Shaughnessy Golf Club foe
a term of 75 years and at a fraction of its value. The terms of the lease were not· _
.those agreed to by the hand members. They were very favourable to the club. Tht--·1
government concealed the true terms of the lease from the band for 12 years,
until 1970, when Chief Guerin discovered it in a dusty basement of the Depart• Thi.! article was prr:pattd .is one of the presentations given at the UBC Faculty of Law on Jan•
~ry 27, 2005, by a. panel of la.wyeu who were. involved in the case of Gu,ri11 "· H,,- M1Zjuty nt
Queen i11 Ri,gbt o/CIIIIAU., (1984] , S.C.R. 3 ,5. The panel discussion wa.s pa.rt of the celebration
of the 20th annivmary of the ~!1-Se, The article is also haseJ on tht author's book: ..4. Brtdlb ref
D!lry, Fiil!Uiaty 06/fgatlom an./Aborigi11d Peoples (Sasb.toon: Purich, 2005).
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ment of Indian Affairs. The Musqueam sued and eventually, in 1984, the,
Supreme Court_ofCanad.i found that there was a 6duciary relationship between:
the Crown and the Musqueam. lt went on to find that the Crown had breached)
its fiduciary obligation to act in the best interests of the Musqueam in the way it
had leased the lands. A1.l. award of $10 million was made to the Musqueam for the
bre_ach, I note in passing that, ilu,r_riying_at this amount, the trial judgt took into·
account the contingency that the dub would leave in 1988 or at some future date
before the end of the lease in 203 3, The club has not, of course, left, so justice
has yet to be fully done.
·
I have been asked to say a few words about the impact of the Gutrin case on the
law. The case has been ranked by a panel of legal experts as the tenth most impor~
tant decision of the Supreme Court of Cwada in the 20th century and among
the top 30 significant legal events.11 Writing for the Supreme Court of Canada in
the 2003 case of ~ayium, Justice Binnie (who was one of the lawyers for the
Crawn in G1urin) referred to Gun-in as· a watershed decision. 9 In Autborson v.
Canada, the Ontario Court of Appeal described it as a seminal case. 10 Professor.
Leonard Rotman (who has written extensively on the Crown's fiduciary relationship with Aboriginal peoples) has referred to GtUrin as a landmark case. 11 "Watershed", "seminal" and "landmark,.--these are fairly weighty adjectives for any case
to bear. In the view of Professor Rotman. the case "blazed a new path in Canadian aboriginal rights jurisprudence" and resulted in ..a complete overruling of
the principles which had shaped judicial considerations of aboriginal rights in
Canada:'.~2 The leading authoriry on the law of trusts in Canad.a, Professor Dono- 1
van Waters, noted! "Por the first time, certainly so far as reserve lands are con- I
cemecl. the Indians now have right of access to the courts in order to determine
the propriety of the Crown's administration of their affairs and the Indians themselves regard this decision concerning their interests as perhaps the most important to have been handed down since Canada was formed.'"n
Other judges and scholars have also noted the signifi.cance of G,urin ,;o the
development of Aboriginal righ.ts. Professor Brian Slattery, one of Canada's leading authorities qn Aboriginal law, noted in his influential article '!Undersranding
Aboriginal Rights" that Gturi11 "provides the stimulus and much essential material for reflection on the fundamental nature and origins of aboriginal law". 14
Most i1nportant, 1'in Gunin, the Supreme Court shows a willingness to consider
th~ topic of Aboriginal rights afresh, and to initiate a dialogue concerning the
broad principles that alone make sense of the subject".1'
How did Gtlmn have such a fundamental impact on Aboriginal law~ There are a
few reasons. Its major ruling was that Aboriginal peoples could obtain a legal rem-j
ccly for wrongs done to them by government. It is perhaps difficult to believe riow:
that it took nine years of litigation and a visit to -the Supreme Court of Canada to•
get confirmation of what one might have expected .to be a fundamental principle
of the rule of la.w-~ely that the government will be held legally accountable
for.its actions. Before Gwri11, the law was not entirely clear but the widely held view 1
was that the Crown could not be held liable in law for the way in which it managed
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reserve lands or other assets of Indian hands.16 The relationship was said to be
based on a political trust rather than a legally enforceable trust. 17 This meant that
the government ~ould be held responsible at the ballot box hut not in a courtroom.
!_note that, at the time of the Shaughnessy lease in 1958, Indian people did not·
generally have the right to vote in federal elections so the power of the ballot box:
would, for rhem, have meant nothing in practice. 13 In my view, this defence of
political trust has more to do with the absolute right of kings in 17th-century
Europe than a modem democratic system of govemment,t9 It is fundamentally
inconsistent with the rule of law as a restraint on the arbitrary e;xercise of government power.20 The defence was vigorously pursued by the lawyers for the government and upheld by the Federal Court of Appe.al in a unanimous dtcision rejecting the Musqueam claim..21 Fortunately, it was rejected by the Supreme Court of
Canada in an equally unanimous decision which held that there was a fiduciary
., relationship between the Crown and the Aboriginal peoples of Canada.12
The granting of a legal remedy for mismanagement oflndian assets held by the
Crown has led over the last 20 years to the receipt by Aboriginal peoples of many
. hundreds of millions of dollars for breach of fiduciary duty either through litiga\ion, settlement or the specific claims procedure.21 To that extent, it has alleviated
~he poverty and hardship of Aboriginal peoples.24 However, as important as the
compensation for the loss of the relatively few assets left to Aboriginal peoples was
the holding in Cturin that the government had a duty to consult with the
Musqueam before entering into the lease."' That holding has led to a broader duty
of the Crown to consult and accommodate the interests of Aboriginal peoples
whenever those interests may be adversely affected by the action of government.
This duty of consultation was recently affirmed in the H11ula caseU (in which
Professor Jackson was one of the counsel for the Haida). The court held there
the duty to consult e:x:isted prior ·co a formal determination of the Aboriginal
interest. In practice, as shown by the recently announced agreement between the
Tsawwassen FirstNation and the Ports Corporation over the proposed expansion
of the Roberts Bank superpori:., any major economic development in the province
. must share some of the opportunities with First Nations through the consulta. tion and accommodation process.
Gutrin's most important impact on Aboriginal law has been to give muchneeded substance t~ the constitutional recognition and affirmation of existing
Aboriginal and treaty rights ins. 3 5 of theConstitfltionkt 1982.27 It is difficult now
to look back and app~ciate just how empty was that recognition and affirmacio.n.
It had no more substance to it than the reference to the principle of the supremacy
of God in the preamble to the C/xmw ofRigbt,, which courts have held gives rise to
no enforceable rights.JS I ask you to consider the words of s. 3 5: "the existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby recognized
md affirmed." What on earth was intended by that vagudy worded provision?
Their subsequent accounts have made it clear that the politicians involved had no
idea what they were adding to the Constitution of Canada.29 It was a half-halted
political compromise included without proper consideration. It is import.ant to
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note that s. 3 5 does not form part of the Cbarter of Rights. Jo Section 1 of the Cbarte-r expressly guarantees the rights set out in the Charter: There was no such guarantee for the undefined Aboriginal and treaty rights-they were merely recognized
and affirmed, whatever that meant. The "cognition and affirmation of existing Aboriginal and treaty rights was reminiscent of the ruognitfon and dularation of certain
rights in the Bill of R.igbts Act of 1960.u A gene.rally held view prior to Guerin was
that, like the old .Bill of Rigbts, s. 3 5 was simply a rule of statutory interpretation
requiring dear wording be.fore Aboriginal and treaty rights could be extinguished
or infringed. Richard Bartlett, a leading Aboriginal law scholar, expressed his view
that, far from protecting or guaranteeing those rights,. s. 3 5 provided for their. ,
abrogation. 12 Some First Nations were. so concerned that they went to the co~rts
of England in an unsuccessful attempt to prevent passage. of the section until it
w:is stte.ngthened)l Early cases showed that their concerns were not without foundation. i+ We might also ask what would be the value of the rights recognized and
affirmed by s. 3 5 if the Supreme Court of Canada bad upheld the Fed~al Court of
Appeal decision in Cu.trin and held that the government could not be held accountable for its breach of the rights of Aboriginal peoples. Of what value are "rights"
that cannot he legally enforced? 35
Fortunately for Aboriginal peoples, the Supreme Court of Canada reversed the
Federal Court of Appeal in the Cutrin case. Furthermore, it subsequently gave
substance to s. 3 5 and provided protection for Aboriginal and treaty rights by
expressly incorporating the fiduciary relationship established in Guerin into s. 3 5.
In the Sparrow case decided in 1990, which was another case involving the ·
Musqueam, the court held that the fiduciary refationship was incorporated in s.
3 5.3 6 Therefore, the section should be interpreted in the light of that relationship and should receive a generous, liberal interpretation.'7 The court went on to
hold that the Crown must justify any proposed infringement of an Aboriginal or
treaty right and the justifio.tion had to be consistent with the fiduciary relationship.l8 lt was subsequently decided by the court in the 1997 De~amuuk-.4> case that
the justification test always imposes a duty of consultation and ordinarily a duty of
compensation.J 9 This duty of the Crown to justify any infringement of existing
Aboriginal and treaty rights is another of the direct progeny of Guerin.
We can evaluate the importance of Cutrin and the fiduciary relationship by
comparing .Canadian Aboriginal law with the sorry state of Aboriginal rights in
Australia. 40 Australian writers have recognized the fundamental importance of the
fiduciary relationship to the protection of the legal rights of Aboriginal peoples:u
In that country, there has been no ruling similar to Cutrin and the rights of Australian Aboriginal peoples have been narrowly interpreted by the courts and
severely l~ted by government.42 As one Australian law professor has said, '!in
Australia, the lack of a clear court finding that the fiduciary relationship arises has
meant that Indigenous peoples are left with little to ensure that the government
will consult on policies and actions that ma.y in~ge on or extinguish their
rights, It has meant that Indigenous peoples •. ,are captive to the whim of the legislature, ..Australia offers sobering reflection of what can happen if there is· not
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recognition of the [fiduciary] doctrine."-+> One of the lawyers for the Aboriginal
claimants in the famous Mabo case++ on Aboriginal title in Australia has said that,
if he were to do it again, he would have sought a ruling of a freestanding fiduciary
duty owed by the Crown co· traditional owners when dealing with their land.H
One aspect of the Guerin decision which has perhaps been somewhat over, shadowed by subsequent case law has been its holding chat the Indian interest in
. reserve lands is the same as that in traditional lands and that Aboriginal title is
an interest recognized by the common 1aw.t6 In the words of Professor Slattery,
the decision had "a profound significance for aboriginal land claims" by ending
the controversy over whether Aboriginal title existed as a legal right...7 Eleven
years earlier, in the 1973 decision of C,lJt1"4'8 involving the Nisga' a. the Supreme
Coun of Canada had split on the existence of Aboriginal title in British Columbia. Three judges said it still existed. Three said, if it had existed, it had been
extinguished by colonial laws. The remaining judge said nothing on this issue and
decided on procedural grounds against the Nisga'a, thus upholding the B.C.
Court of Appeal.decision against the claim. By recognizing the existence of unextinguished Aboriginal title in the province, GWlrirt had important consequences
\:·or the pursuit of Aboriginal title claims. Professor Tennant notes in his history
of Aboriginal peoples and policies in British Columbia that the cas~,"gave new
life to land claims activity in British Columbia" and that" [i] twas evident almost
immediately that the Guerin decision had major practical implications in British
Columbia concerning die role of the courts and the means by which Indian
groups could protect their interests in the land against the efforts of the
Province.""" In 1997, the Supreme Court of Canada confirmed in De!gamuukw the
existence of Aboriginal title in British Columbia and gave guidance on its content. 50 I note that we never intended to argue Aboriginal title in Guerin. We were
forced to do so by the objection by the Crown to the comment of the trial judge
that the reserve lands in question were the lands and the future of the
,MusqueamY The Crown took. the position that the Musqueam had no legal
interest in their reserve lands and that, therefore, there was nothing that could
form the subject matter of a trust. 52
I would lik.e to conclude by malcing a very brief reference to the impact of
Guerin outside the Aboriginal context. Gutrin led to significant development of
the general fiduciary l.aw in Canada.H Professor Flana.g.1n has commenced chat
" [t] he devdopment of modem Canadian law dealing with. new fiduciary relation)Ships can be traced to the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in Guerin _v. Tb,
Q,,,,n i.n 1984" and that the case "opened the door to the extension of fiduci·ary
obligations in relationships not traditionally recognized as fiduciary".H InAutborson, the Ontario Court of Appeal referred to Gutrin as "the foundation of this line
of general jurisprudence" .ss I has been cited in over 3 00 cases in Canada. involving both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people, and continues to influence the
~evelopment of the law.
. In finding a fiduciary relationship between the government and Aboriginal peoples, the S':1preme Couri: of Canada restated the legal basis of fiduciary relati~n-

ships generally. In particular, it stressed th.e importance of a discretion to act fot
another as a key ingredient of such relationships.' 6 This restatement set the
Canadian law on fiduciary obligations on a course that is very different from that
of other Commonwealth jurisdictions. This development has been very controversial and has been criticized by some, including members of the High Court of
Australia.57 Chief Justice McEachern, the former chief justice of British Colum.bia, described G,urin as part of a flawed experiment that ought to be abandoned.'8
I also refer,ou to the article by Professor Robert Flannigan in the current online issue o the Canadian Bar 11..wiew.'9 He states that Guarin "has had a profound
and problematic significance in, the Canadian jurisprudence".~0 He recommends
that the fiduciary relationship between the Crown and Aboriginal peoples be ~formally disconnected" from general fiduciary law.61 I disagree with those. criticisms.
In my view, the development of fiduciary law by the Supreme Court of Canada
in Guerin and subsequent cases has been an outstanding example of the use of taw
to achieve justice for Canadians. Fiduciary law can be traced back to the Engl.and
of the late 15th century.61 The early ecclesiastical chancellors who first gave voice
to equitable principles cannot have imagined the use of those principles to resolve
a dispute over tb.e leasing of lands in an Indian reserve in Vancouver. Nor could
they have imagined that those principles would be incorporated into the protection for Aboriginal and treaty rights in the Canadian Constitution. It would certainly have been beyond them to contemplate that fiduciary principles would
become an integral part of the unique intersocietal law derived from both the
English. legal system and Aboriginal legal systems which constitutes Canadian
Aboriginal law.61 The application of ancient equitable principles to achieve justice is an impressive example of the ability of the law to continue to grow and
adapt to new situations.
In my view, Giurin is a tribute to the Cmadian legal system and our highest
court. Above all it is a tribute to the determination of the Musqueam people to
achieve some measure of justice for the wrong done to them. I am pleucd to have
this opportunity to acknowledge their important contribution to. the develop~
ment of our legal system. I think the Gumn case is an example of how, in the
words of Tom Berger, the legal system can "move us incrementally towards a just
sociecy".64 He also notes in -bis bo'ok, Ont·ManJs ]MSti«, "One of the joys of law
practice is th.c chance which comes along more oft~ than you think, to set the
world right." 6 ' I was privileged to have that chance early in my legal_carccr. I trust
that those of you who choose to follow a legal career will ha,ve a similar opportunity.
advice is to seize it. You will never tegret it. I never ban.

My
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